
Temple of Love
Welcome to the

Brina and Jonathan, founders of
templeof.love, have trained with some of the
most experienced and progressive teachers
in their field.

While walking the path themselves, they love
to share their experience and create spaces
for others to expand into a new way of
being.

Ready to embark on a journey of your
lifetime? An in-depth retreat to create
more intimacy, freedom and fulfillment
with yourself, your romantic partner, and
others.

Your facilitators guide you on an
exploration into the transformative
power of conscious communication and
sacred sexuality.

The 2018 58' Leopard catamaran offers a
luxurious experience with large open
decks & spaces for lounging, including a
comfort-able indoor salon, a breeze-filled
fly-bridge with a dance floor & seating for
10, air-conditioning, and a net in the boat
for sun bathing & star gazing.
Details: www.pyclearing.com/leeway

The retreat deepened our
connection, broadened our
boundaries and expanded our
horizons.

- Brian, Photographer

"
"

Opening and Deepening 
Exclusive Retreat Charter for Couples

VIRGIN ISLANDS
APRIL 16.-23. 2023

heart@templeof.love

BOOK NOW

LIMITED

COUPLES
max. 3

"Yacht Edition"

YOUR FACILITATORS YOUR EXPERIENCE YOUR BOAT

www.templeof.love/yacht

+49 176 47713625

https://www.templeof.love/
https://www.pyclearing.com/leeway
https://www.pyclearing.com/leeway


Temple of Love, Virgin Islands
April 16.-23. 2023

THE PROGRAM
✨ Deepening Conversations about your

Relationship ✨ Fears, Boundaries and Desires ✨
Jealousy, Triggers, and Projections ✨ Nervous
System Practices ✨ Somatic Tools ✨ Emotional
Release ✨ Honoring the Body as a Temple ✨

Tantra & Sex Magic ✨ Massage & Pleasure Rituals
✨ Delicious Chef Meals  ✨ Cacao Ceremony ✨

Island visits
✨ Yoga ✨ Snorkeling ✨ SUP ✨

... and so much more

7 DAYS OF ADVENTURE & INTIMACY

Daily workshop program & activities
Morning practice and afternoon
excursions (snorkeling, e-foiling,
kayaking, treasure hunting, ...)
Evening celebrations & rituals 
Includes 7 breakfasts, 7 lunches and 7
dinners, happy hour canapés,
standard ships bar and snacks. Meals
ashore are additional.
This is a substance-free wellbeing
retreat! No alcohol will be served.

Joining Brina and Jonathan was a life-
changing journey. Intimacy is a portal
into the subconscious that can be an
incredible tool for growth. I would highly
recommend joining these two!

"

- Matt, Designer

+49 176 47713625

13,000 USD

www.templeof.love/yacht
MORE INFO:

WHATSAPP:

PRICE PER COUPLE:

THE ADVENTURE
This is a journey to bring you into deeper levels of
truth, trust and love in your partnership in a unique
setting. 
As we're exploring the Virgin Islands on a luxury
catamaran, we provide you with tools to create a
space of deepened intimacy with your partner,
creating a solid foundation from which expansion
in your relationship and in your life can emerge. 
We teach you the practices to consciously,
lovingly and safely deepen sensual experiences
with your partner, or even invite others into your
field, if you choose to do so (nothing is required!).

"


